We present data and a new model which suggest that at least two sampling arrays of different densities affect direction discrimination out to 30°eccentricity. The first sampling layer matches anatomical estimates of the cone density. The second sampling layer is too dense to be the parasol cells alone; midget ganglion cells certainly contribute to this task This is further evidence that motion perception is not mediated exclusively by the magnocelhdar stream.
and lower temporal frequencies in the parvocellular pathway. Different cortical areas can draw on both the parvocellular and magnocellular pathways in ways appropriateto their specialization.For example, although area h4T receives relatively more input from the magnocellular pathway, the parvocellular pathway can supportmotionperceptionof stimuliin its spatiotemporal range (, Merigan et al., 1991) .
We have used the motion reversaleffect (Colettaet al., 1990) to estimate the minimum span of motion detectors in human vision. Our results show that motion detectors in peripheral vision have spans that are too small to be explained by the spatial density of neurons in the magnocellularpathway, implicating the more numerous parvocellularneurons in motion perception. Coletta et al. (1990) measured motion reversals attributable to aliasing by the cone mosaic out to 25°, while Anderson and Hess (1990) described an effect at 40°and beyond which they attributed to aliasing at a postreceptoral site. In both of these studies the results were modelledusing a single samplingarray. We present a new two-stage model of the motion reversal effect which clarifies the roles of cone sampling and postreceptoral sampling in producing the phenomenon, and which suggests that both receptoral and post-receptoral samplingdensitiescan be estimatedfrom motionreversal data. Our new measurementsprovide evidence for both receptoral and postreceptoral aliasing and reveal how their contributionsdepend on retinal eccentricity.
METHODS

Apparatus
All stimuli were produced by a common-path polar-ization interferometerdescribed in detail in Sekiguchiet al. (1993) . The device produces an interference fringe with the contrast, orientation, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency under computer control.
Eye alignment. A bite-bar was used to stabilize the head. The two beams that formed the fringe on the retina were focused in the pupil plane and positioned at the Stiles-Crawford maximum. The correct axial alignment was achieved when either of the beams disappeared abruptlyif the head was moved horizontallyor vertically, indicating that the beam was meeting the edge of the pupil as a focused spot. The beams were centred on the Stiles-Crawford maximum by setting the spatial frequency to a high value to separate the two beams in the pupil plane, defocusingthe field stop to give two discs of light on the retina, and then translating the head to equalize the intensities of the discs. At 20°eccentricity and beyond, it was helpful to alternate the two beams when setting their intensities to be equal, as it was difficult to make this judgement with continuously presented beams.
Fixation. Eccentric viewing was controlledby fixating an LED. All observations were made on the horizontal meridian of the temporal retina of the right eye. The eye was realigned horizontally for each eccentricity, as different rotations of the eyeball place the pupil in different positions relative to the optical axis of the interferometer.
Observers
Three observersparticipated.ML is emmetropic;SG'S slightmyopiawas corrected with a small shift in the axial position of the field stop. NC is more myopic, and a -0.75 dioptre spherical lens was positionedbetween the Maxwellian lens and the eye to enable her to bring the field stop into focus. Observations were made with the right eye. The left eye was patched.
Procedure
Stimuliwere 100%contrastvertical gratingsdriftingto the left or right, or horizontal gratings drifting up and down. Measurementswere made at 5, 10,20,30 and 40°w ith circular stimulusfieldswith diameters2,3, 6, 10 and 14°respectively.Field size increasedwith eccentricityto ensure a large number of fringe cycles across the field, even for the low frequencies required in the periphery. An annulus of incoherentlight with an outer diameter of 14°was positionedto exactly surround the stimulusfield for field sizes less than 14°. This had been found to improve the visibility of the fringe in previous experiments.
At each eccentricity, each observer was tested with a set of 15-20 spatial frequencies (chosen for each eccentricity based on a few pilot runs). Each set was presented 10 times, in a single block of stimulus presentations, with the order of stimulus presentation randomized within each set. Each observer was tested with 10 blocks, for a total of 100 observationsper spatial frequency at each eccentricity. All gratings were drifted at 4 Hz based on evidence from Coletta et al. (1990) that the strongest reversals could be obtained near that tem]poralfrequency. We used a two interval forced choice procedure. For example, on trials with vertical gratings,the observerindicatedby a buttonpress whether the predominant motion in the stimulus had been to the right in the first interval and left in the second, or to the left in the first interval and right in the second. No feedback was given. Each trial was initiated by the observer's response to the previous trial. If the observer felt he or she had missed seeing the complete stimulus presentation for some reason, he/she signalled that no response be recorded on that trial, and the stimulus was inse:rted later in the sequence. The task was quite fatiguing, especially at the larger eccentricities, and the observers were encouraged to take rests whenever neecled.
The duration of each stimulusinterval was 2 sec. This included500 msec at both the beginningand end of each interval during which the contrast of the fringe was ramped on and off with a Gaussianenvelope.The interval between the two stimuluspresentationsin each trial was 500 msec.
Vertical gratings were used with observers ML and SG. NC had difficulty seeing the motion of vertical gratings at the first eccentricity used to test her (40°) so her trialswere run using horizontalgratings.ObserverSG also found vertical gratings difficult to see at large eccentricities, so psychometric functions were also obtainedfrom SG at 30 and 40°usinghorizontalgratings.
RESULTS
The psychometricfunctionsfor observersNC, ML and SG :ire shown in Fig. 1 . The five panels in each of A, B and C show data taken at 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40°on one observer.Each point is the mean percent correct based on 100 trials. The error bars give the standard error across ten sessions.
The results show the same general features seen in the data collected by Coletta et al. (1990) . These are highlightedin Fig. 2 , which showsthe data from observer NC at 5°eccentricity.As spatial frequency increases,the directionof motion of the gratingsbecomes less distinct, and performancegraduallyfalls to chance (50$% correct). At this point, which Coletta et al. called the first motion null, there is no dominantdirection of motion. At higher frequenciesthe dominant direction of motion appears to be o]pposite to its true direction;this is the motionreversal phenomenon. The first spatial frequency at which performance returns to chance after the biggest region of mlotionreversal was called the second motion null by Coletta et al. Since this is not always the second point of chanlceperformance in our data, and because Coletta et al. found that the spatial frequency at this null matched anatomical estimates of the sampling frequency of the cone:mosaic, we refer to it here as the cone null. We confirmthis relationshipbetween the cone null and cone spacing. A particular goal of this paper is to identify the anatomical substrate of the jirst motion null. SG FIGURE 1. Direction discrimination performance for observer NC (A), using horizontal gratings, and for observers ML (B) and SG (C) using vertical gratings. Each point is based on 100 trials, and the error bars show the standard error across ten sessions. (   o  10  20  30  40  50  60 Spatial Frequency (cycldeg) FIGURE 2. Data from observer NC taken at 5" eccentricity, showing the main features of the motion reversal data. Table 1 lists the first nulls and cone nulls for the three observers. The nulls are located by linear interpolation between the nearest data points. Motionreversalsare seen in the data from all observers at all eccentricities up to 30°. The reversals were strongest (performance usually dropping below 20% correct) within the central 20°, and then became weaker at 30°eccentricity. At 40°, statistically significant reversalswere obtained from ML using vertical gratings, and from NC and SG using horizontalgratings.However, in none of these cases did performance fall below 3670 correct. Psychometricfunctionsobtained from SG at 40" with vertical gratings did not show reversals; nor did additionalfunctionstaken from SG at two other locations slightly above and below the horizontal meridian at this eccentricity.
NC
There are differences in the shapes of the curves taken from different observers at the same eccentricity, and even from the same observer at nearby locations at the same eccentricity. However, at eccentricities out to 30°, almost all the functions reveal two or more dips in the psychometric function between the first motion null and the cone null. A frequently observed pattern of results (see for example Fig. 2 ) consists of a modest initial motion reversal followed by a more profound motion reversal at higher spatial frequencies.We will argue later that these multiple dips may signal the influenceof more than one samplingstage contributingto motion reversals.
INTERMEDIATE DISCUSSION
Comparison with previous studies
The first motion nulls obtained here are consistently lower than those obtained by Coletta et al. (1990) , particularly beyond 10°eccentricity. The most likely reason for this is that the algorithmthey used to locate the first null assumed that their psychometric functions monotonically decreased from the frequency at which performance first fell below 100% to the deepest part of the function. However, the presence of multiple dips can cause the algorithmto overestimatethe spatial frequency of the firstfall to chance performance.The raw data from the Coletta et al. study also showed signs of multiple dips. In our study we sampled more finely in spatial frequency,allowing us to establishthe existenceof these dipswith some certainty,and to determinethe positionof the first null more accurately. Coletta et al. (1990) presented data taken from observerNC at 10°eccentricitywhich showed a recovery to better-than-chanceperformance at spatial frequencies above 30 c/deg. Those data were collected from the nasal retinal meridian using vertical gratings. The data shown in Fig. 1 were taken using horizontal gratings on the tem]poralretinal meridian.
The only eccentricityat which reversalswere found in both this study and that of Anderson and Hess (1990) is 40°. Using vertical gratings, they obtained first nulls at 1.3 and 1.4 c/deg for their two observers, with second motion nulls at 2.6 and 2.8 c/deg, respectively.The only reversal obtained here with a vertical grating was produced by ML, who showed a first null at 1.9 c/deg, followed by a second null at 2.9 cldeg. We obtained a motion reversalfrom NC using horizontalgratingswhich showed a first null at 2.6 c/deg. There is clearly variation in the position of the first motion null at 40°between individuals and for different stimulus orientations. The firstmotion nullsmeasured here with interferencefringes fall within about 50% of those measured by Anderson and Hess, but lie consistently at higher spatial frequencies.
The reversals measured by Anderson and Hess (1990) at 40°were also much deeper than those we measured, with performance falling to 10% in one observer. We tried both horizontal and vertical gratings, but never recclrdedreversals this strong. Coletta et al. (1990) had difficulty finding reversals beyond about 25°with interferencefringes, and Artal et al. (1995) failed to find (Anderson, pers. comm.) . This may have avoided habituation caused by repeated stimulus presentations in the periphery (Frome et al. 1981; Hunzelmann & Spillmann, 1984) .
There is a decline in the strengthof the motion reversal with increasingeccentricityseen consistentlyin our data. This could be due to increasing irregularity in the sampling arrays responsible for the effect, as suggested by Artal et al. (1995) . Anderson and Hess (1990) found first motionnulls that were too low to be accountedfor by cone samplingalone, and attributed the reversals they observed at large retinal eccentricities to postreceptoral aliasing, on the grounds that postreceptoralsampling arrays such as the ganglion cells sample more coarsely than the cones in the peripheral retina. Coletta et al. (1990) , working with interference fringes at smaller eccentricities, concluded that the second motion nulls were due to cone aliasing. They were agnostic about the interpretation of the first motion null because Tiana et al. (1991) argued on theoretical grounds that the location of this null could be influencedby spatial pooling as well as sampling.
MODEL
None of these studies have formally modelled the effects of cascaded sampling stages. Anderson and Hess (1990) remarked that a cone-aliased interference fringe may be further undersampled by postreceptoral processes, but noted that this did not apply to the spatial frequenciesat which they were able to measure reversals. Coletta (1992) pointed out that two sampling stages with different Nyquist frequencies would interact in the generation of motion nulls. This is because when the stimulus has a frequency higher than the cone Nyquist frequency,the input to the postreceptoralsampling stage is an alias producedby the cone mosaic.The stimuluscan therefore be aliased by either, neither, or both the sampling layers, depending on its frequency and the sampling densitiesof the two arrays. We considered this a possible explanation for the multiple dips in the psychometric functions. Below we show that a model with a single sampling stage does not produce multiple dips, but a model with two stages produces multiple dips which qualitativelyresemble our data. We use a two-stagemodel to show that the firstmotion null is probablya good estimateof the Nyquistfrequency of the second, coarser sampling array. We also show that a nullwill occur at a higher frequencymatchingtwice the Nyquistfrequencyof the firstsamplingarray. We will use these conclusions from our modelling to interpret our empirical data.
The input to the model is a two-dimensionalgrating with a sinusoidal luminance profile. Figure 3 illustrates the sequenceof operationsappliedto the input.These are described more fully in the Appendix. The sinusoidal inputis low-passfilteredto simulatethe blurringeffect of the cone aperture.Blurringby the opticsis not includedin the model, as the optics were bypassed experimentally with interference fringes. Next the blurred input is sample(dby an irregular sampling array scaled to give it a Nyquist frequency of N1. A second sampling array is generated with a lower Nyquist frequency, N2, than the first array. Each cell in the second array receives a weighted spatial average of the outputs of nearby first layer cells. The profile of the weighting function is a difference-of-Gaussiansfunctionwith parameters rr. and o, for the excitatory centre mechanismand the inhibitory surround mechanism, respectively.The outputs of every pair of neighboring second layer cells become the inputs to a layer of bilocal motion detectors. Such detectors are the basis for models of motion perception (Van Santen & Sperling, 1984 , 1985 Adelson & Bergen, 1985) that evolved from a model to explain motion reversal in insects (Reichardt, 1961) . A rightward-sensitivemotion detector is paired with a leftward-sensitive detector, which samples the same subfieldsbut in opposite order. The two detectors become the subunits of an opponent motion detector, seen in Fig. 4 . The sign of the difference between their outputs is taken to indicatethe direction of motion. These numbers are summed across all the motion detectors, weighted according to the orientation of the motion detector axis. The weighted sum is converted to percent correct and plotted against the spatial frequency of the input sinusoid.
The principal differencesbetween this new model and the Tiana et al. model are (a) the addition of a second sampling operation, representing a postreceptoral sampling stage, and (b) the calculation of the direction of mol.ionof the sampled stimulus by Reichardt detectors distributedacross space, rather than a comparison of the ene:rgyin local regions of the spatio-temporalfrequency domain.We have used these detectorsas they allow us to directly relate the densityof the second samplinglayer to a simple, plausible model of motion processing. The smalllestpossible separation between the subfieldsof the motion detector (the detector's "span") is set by the separation of the adjacent receptive fields of the cells in the pathwaythat serves motionprocessing.By estimating the Nyquistfrequencyof that population,we estimatethe minimum motion detector span. (19!J1)showed that spatial pooling following sampling can drive the first motion null below the Nyquist frequency of the single sampling stage. We confirm this conclusion, and have added enough spatial pooling at each eccentricityin the model to push the firstnull of the model down to match the first null in our experimental datal.At all eccentricities the first motion null predicted by the model in Fig. 5 simplymarks the cutoff of the lowpass filter.
However, this single-stagemodel requires a very large amount of spatial pooling to explain the observed first motion nulls. Moreover, it does not describe the experimental data well because it does not produce the multiple dips we observed in the data. This suggeststhat spatial pooling cannot be the complete explanation for the displacementof the first motion null away from the cone Nyquist frequency in the empirical psychometric functions.
Does the two-stage model account for the data?
Two stagesof samplingare used to generate the model outputsin Fig. 6 . The vertical lines showN2 and 2N1.The parametersNl, N2, crC, and a, were adjusted to give nulls that matched the mean first nulls and the cone nulls from Spatial Frequency (cycldeg) FIGURE 6. Output of the two-stage model. Nz and 2N1 are shown by the vertical lines, and have been chosen so they put the nulls at the mean first nulls and cone nulls for the three observers. Spatial pooling parameters have been chosen so the model outputs reflect the general shape of the empirical curves.
the empiricalfunctions,and to reflecttheir general shape. The ratio of a, to o. was set at three. We can see from ----..----------- -----< / samplinglayer. Thoughthe size and shape of this firstdip at higher spatial frequencies can be modified by the samplingeffects of the firstlayer,* the firstmotion null in the model is almost entirely specified by the Nyquist frequency of the second sampling layer. Though the first motion null of the two-stage model can be influencedby spatial pooling as it was in the onestage model, we found that it was a good predictorof the Nyquist frequency of the second sampling layer over a wide range of amounts of pooling. Figure 7 shows how much we would have to increase rJCand CJto affect the position of the first null. The values of N1 and Nz have been chosento be appropriatefor the experimentaldata at 10°eccentricity.The two solid horizontal lines mark the values of N2 and 2N1,and the curves show the first null and the cone nulls producedby the model using different values of OC. The three curves near each horizontal line were generated using three different ratios of OSto OC: three (solid lines), two (dotted lines) and five (broken lines). The vertical lines delimit a range of o. values that produce model output shapes similar to the empirical curves, The nulls match N2 and 2N1 very well in this range. Outside this range, the model produces outputs with nulls that are slightlybelow N2 and 2N1.The values of OCbelow the range of good fits produce wildly fluctuating curves, which could be due to some second layer cells not receiving any input from the first layer mosaic: because their receptivefieldsare too small. When *One might expect that there should always be a null at the Nyquist frequency of the first sampling layer, since a null produced by the first layer could never be restored to the original signal by some postreceptoral process. Pilot studies with two stages of sampling with regular, one-dimensional arrays showed that a null did occur at Nl, suggesting that it is the irregularity of the mosaics that prevents performance from returning to chance here in human observers. a. is above the range of good fits, the outputs generated by the model show no dip after the first null, indicating that these are inappropriatelylarge pooling sizes.
We obtained the same resultsfor analysesat 5, 20°and 30°, showing that when the curve exhibits the main features of the empirical data, the first null falls either at Nz or very slightlybelow it; the cone nullsnever fall more than 5$%0 below or more than 2$%0 above 2N1. * The conservative conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the first null and the cone null taken from motion reversal data put lower bounds on the Nyquist frequency of the secondlayer and the samplingfrequencyof the first layer. The stronger claim is that the nulls can be considered estimates of the sampling densities at eccentricities out to 30°, because the nulls produced by the model match Nz and 2N1in the parameter range that gives shapes roughly like the empirical data.
Though the presence of multiple dips in the data favours a sampling model with more than one sampling stage, we did not thoroughlyexplore the parameter space to determine which vector of parameter values in the model gave the best fits to the experimental data. There were cases where the values of the parameterswe did try in the two-stage model did not fit the data very well. For example, the two-stagemodel generallypredictstwo dips in the psychometric function, but not the three dips we have occasionally seen (e.g. observer NC at 30°e ccentricity). It is possible that these extra dips reflect more than two sampling stages. If this is the case, we conjecturethat the firstmotion null will stillbe a measure of the coarsest sampling array in the pathway subserving direction discrimination.When the stimulus matches the Nyquist frequency of the coarsest array, it will be undersampled by that array only, and will appear as a dynamic pattern but without any dominant direction of motion. At frequencies higher than this, but below the Nyquistfrequencyof the next coarsest array, a dip will be seen. As long as the function does not lie flat along the chance line for frequencies just above the first motion null, we can be confidentthat it reflectsa motion null and not the cutoff frequency of some spatial filter. There are some aspectsof the modelwhich mightmake the exact shapesof the data hard to fitwith any parameter combination, or even make good fits spurious. First, the choice of the function used to transform the motion detectoroutputto percent correct has a big effect on some aspects of the shape of the curves. The Gaussian noise assumed in the model gives a function monotonic with the motion detector output, but affects the steepness of the transitions from one side of the chance line to the other, and the relative depth of different dips. Second, there is the possibility of motion detectors with larger spans affecting the regions of the curve near zero and * At 40" the ratio of Nz to NI is so small that aliasing by higher multiples of the second layer Nyquist frequency prevents a big cone reversal. There is no null identifiable in the region of twice the cone Nyquist frequency in the model output or the experimental data. The model always produces first nulls at N2 at 40" eccentricity. 2N1. Fortunately neither of these things affects the positions of the first null and the cone null. The model captures enough of the shape of the empirical curves to suggestthat the dips are caused by second layer aliasing. Withlthat established,we can look to the nullsas the main source of information about the densities of the two sampling functions. We relate these values to possible anatomical substratesin the discussion.
DISCUSSION
Postreceptoral jilters do not provide protection from aliasing
Our psychophysicalresults, in combination with our analysisof multiple-stagesampling,showthat the motion reversal effect in the periphery is probably caused by aliasing from at least two sites. This means that postreceptoral spatial pooling is insufficient to protect postreceptoral sampling arrays from aliasing. This is actually a sensible design feature, since modest blurring by the optics and the rarity of high spatial frequencies at high contrast usually makes the total amount of filtering sufficientprotection against aliasing under normal viewing conditions (Snyderet al., 1986; Field, 1987; Galvin & Williams, 1992; Williams et al., 1996) . If postreceptoral filtering prevented aliasing on its own, this would be a waste of contrast; the postreceptoralfilter only needs to supply enough protection to make up for what filters earlier in the system do not provide. Current models of motion detection incorporate protection against aliasing at the levels of the detectorsthemselves Sperling,1984, 1985; Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Watson and Ahumada, 1985; Emerson et al., 1992) . The existence of postreceptoral aliasing of interference fringes suggests the neural protection against postreceptorallaliasing is incomplete. The difficulty in observing motion reversals with gratings in normal viewing in the near periphery (Artal et al., 1995) suggests that it is the optics, in combination with spatial pooling, that ordinarily prevents motion reversals. Figure 8 confirms the finding of Coletta et al. (1990) that the cone nulls roughly agree with anatomical estimates of the cone Nyquist frequency.The anatomical data were taken from human temporal retina, based on cell counts by . The conversionfrom millimetres of retina to degrees of visual angle is taken from Drasdo and Fowler (1974) . Cone null values were generally higher for observer NC, who judged horizontal gratings. This is consistent with the finding that cone spacing is greater in the radial direction than in the tangentialdirection (Curcio & Sloan, 1992) ,althoughthe effect they found was only a 10-15Yo difference, compared with a 15-3090difference seen here. The cone mosaic is known to produce spatial aliases under other circumstances (Williams, 1985 (Williams, , 1988 (Williams, , 1992 and is the first population in the visual pathway that has a density which varies with eccentricity in this way, so it is reasonable to conclude that the first layer is the cone mosaic.
Comparison of motion nulls and anatomical Nyquist frequencies
The second sampling layer is harder to identify because there are several candidate populations, and their relative densities are hard to determine by anatomical methods. The two largest retinal ganglion cell populationsin the human are the midget and parasol ganglion cells. On the basis of dendritic field diameter measurements and the assumption that midget ganglion cell dendritic tree coverage everywhere is two,* Dacey (1993) found that midget ganglion cells make up about 95% of the total in central retina, falling to about 45% in the periphery. Dacey and Petersen (1992) compared the dendritic field sizes of midget and parasol cells, and the degree of coverage by their respective mosaics, and calculated that the ratio of midgetto parasol cells is about 30 to 1 at 5°eccentricity and 3 to 1 in the far periphery, making parasol cells about 390of the total ganglion cell population at 5°and 11% in the periphery. Figure 9 shows a comparison of anatomical estimates of these ganglion cell Nyquist frequencies and the first motion nulls from the three observers. It is possible that the observers' decisions about the direction of motion were based on the region of the stimulusfield nearest the fovea. The open symbols show the nulls plotted at the eccentricities of the inside edge of the fields rather than their centres.The Nyquistfrequencyestimatefor the total ganglion cell population (solid line) is based on counts made by Curcio and Allen (1990) . The midget cell Nyquist frequencies (dashed line) are based on measurements of the dendritic field areas of intracellularly * He found a coverage factor of one for each of the on-and off-centre layers, of the midget and parasol ganglion cell mosaics based on Dacey (1993) and Dacey and Petersen (1992) . The total ganglion cell count comes from temporal retina (Curcio & Allen, 1990) . (0) show mean first nulls for three observers, along with standard error; (0) show nulls shifted to the eccentricity of the inside edge of the stimulus field.
injected midget cells from 46 human eyes made by Dacey (1993) .~The dottedline showsthe trend in parasol densit!ysuggested by Dacey and Petersen (1992) for the human retina. The two-stagemodel showsthat if the firstmotion null differs from the Nyquistfrequency of the second layer, it will fall belowthe Nyquistfrequency,so one should look above the nulls for possible second layer substrates.It is clear tlhatat all eccentricitiesthe firstmotion null is much too high to be produced by aliasing by the parasol cell mosaic alone. At 5°, the null is more than four times the parasol Nyquist frequency. If this discrepancy is caused by an underestimateof the parasol density,then it would have to be too low by a factor of more than sixteen. At 40°, where the nulls and parasol densities are most similar, the first null is still twice as high as the estimate of the parasol Nyquist frequency.
The firstmotion nulls for the three observersfollow no single line closely in this figure. The nulls lie a little above the curve for the total midgetcell populationat 20°a nd beyond. The dendritic field diameters from Dacey (1993) are pooled over temporal, inferior, and superior retina, and may overestimate the diameters of the cells from temporal retina alone, as the density of the total T Dacey (1993) expresses the size of the dendritic fields at any eccentricity as the diameter of the circle of the same mean area as the cells he measured. We have taken the mean cell spacing to be the cliameter of this circle divided by 1.05, which gives the centreto-cerrtre spacing,s, of an array of hexagons with the same area as this circle. The Nyquist frequency is then equal to l/tis. Dacey's measurements are only used to estimate Nyquist frequencies for 10°eccentricity and beyond because it is likely that the dendritic fields reach a minimum size and begin to overlap at some eccentricity less than this. Eccentricity (deg) FIGURE 10. Mean of first nulls from the three observers compared with anatomical estimates of the Nyquist frequencies of the on-and off-centre midget ganglion cell populations (dotted and dashed lines respectively), based on dendritic field sizes measured by Dacey (1993) . The solid line shows Nyquist frequency for half the total ganglion population.
ganglion cell population in temporal retina is the highest of these three quadrants (Curcio & Allen, 1990 ). This makes the frequenciesplotted here underestimatesof the Nyquist frequencies of the midget cell population. This might account for some of the difference between the nulls and the midget Nyquist frequency, but leaves the possibilitythat the midget cells might not be acting alone in this task. A complicatingfactor is the presence of on-centre and off-centre cells making up sub-populations of both midget and parasol ganglion cells. It is not clear whether these should be considered to be sampling the image independently.In the foveal region,where there is an onand an off-centre midget cell for every cone (Calkins et al., 1994) , no advantage would be gained by combining on-and off-centre cells into one sampling array, as it would oversimple the cone outputs. However, Dacey (1993) has shown that in the region 25-45°eccentricity, there are 1.7 times as many off-centre midget ganglion cells as there are on-centre cells, and that each subgroup independently tiles the retina. This argues against the idea that each on-centre cell is paired with an off-centre cell in order to encode the whole range of incrementsand decrements at their shared spatial location. On the other hand, it raises the possibility that each population provides the substrate for an independentrepresentation with its own spatial resolution. Figure 10 shows the Nyquist frequencies for the onand off-centre midget ganglion cells, obtained by multiplying the Nyquist frequency of the total midget populationby~~and~~, respectively.Also shown is the Nyquist frequency for half of all the ganglion cells. The nearest match seen here is between the shifted nulls and the Nyquist frequency of half the total ganglion cell Nyquist frequency, which is close to the curve for the total midget ganglion cell Nyquist frequency. It seems that if on-and off-centre ganglion cells do samplethe image independently,then the midget cells alone cannot be the substrate for this task.
The data shown here do not allow us to distinguish which selection or combination of on-and off-centre midget and parasol cells make up the substrate for the observed performance. However, they clearly indicate that midget ganglion cells must be involved in this direction discrimination task, and that the parasol cells cannot be the sole substrate for motion perception.
Midget cells contribute to motion processing
The comparisonof midget and parasolcell populations with our first motion nulls confirms suggestionsthat the midget cells must at least contribute to this motion processing task. We have argued that the first motion nulls reflect the Nyquist frequency of a two-dimensional postreceptoralsampling array or, equivalently,one over twice the minimum subfield separation achievable in Reichardtmotiondetectorsbuiltwith inputat this level of coarseness. Koenderink et al. (1985) estimated the minimum span of motion detectors by having observers judge the coherence of random dot fieldssegmented into strips of alternating,opposite directionsof motion. They found spans smaller than a minute of arc for foveal viewing, which also excludes parasol cells as the lone substrate there.
Recently, Anderson et al. (1995) came to a similar conclusion about their motion reversal data taken at 40°u sing natural corrected viewing. Dacey (1993) and Lennie (1993) have noted that estimates of midget ganglion cell Nyquist frequencies match estimates of achromaticacuity made by Anderson et al. (1991) across a range of eccentricities. These acuity measures were obtained by extrapolatingobservers' contrast sensitivity to sinusoidal gratings drifting at 8 Hz. Here again the perception of a moving stimulus is seen to be subject to the same spatial limits as static viewing.
CONCLUSION
we have made two main points in this paper: 1. The motion reversal effect should be modelled with two sampling stages, not just one, as previous studies have used. The two-stage model directs us to the first motionnull as an estimateof the Nyquistfrequencyof the post receptoral sampling density, as proposed by Anderson and Hess (1990) , and confirms that the first motion null following the big reversal measured out to 30°eccentricity is a good estimate of twice the Nyquist frequency of the cone array, as found by Coletta et al. (1990) .
2,,Comparisonof the firstmotion nullswith anatomical estimates of retinal cell populationsshows the sampling densityof the post receptoralcells underlyingthe motion reversaleffect to be too high to be the parasol cells alone. Thi:j adds to accumulating evidence that the magnocellular pathway is not the sole contributor to cortical motion processing.
APPENDIX
Details of Motion Reversal Model
Input defined
The input to the model is a two-dimensional grey-scale pattern, g(x,t), which varies in time, t, and in one dimension in space, x. The stimulus has a sinusoidal luminance profile in the x direction with spatial frequency~., mean luminance m, and amplitude a, and always drifts to the right at temporal frequency J:
The mean luminance is always set to zero as the responses of the Reichardt detectors are independent of it. The amplitude is set to an arbitrary non-zero value (usually one). The temporal frequency is always set to 4 Hz, the value used in the experiments; the spatial frequency is varied.
Cone aperturejilter
An attenuating factor is applied to the input value to represent demodulation by averaging across the cone aperture. This factor is a 
Generatingsampling arrays
The user specifies the Nyquist frequency for each of the two layers, N1 and N2, and the length of one side of a square sampling field. The positions for the elements in both arrays are derived from a digitized micrograph of a region of monkey cone mosaic centred at 3.8" eccentricity, supplied by Hugh Perry. Points for the two layers are copied from opposite corners of the array to prevent correlation between them, and each layer is scaled to the appropriate sampling density. Because the micrograph was taken in the peripheral retina, the mosaic is already irregular, and no further jitter is added. Each second layer cell collects input from first layer cells that lie within a pooling range, in a manner described below. If any edge of the field lies within this range of a second layer cell, that second layer cell is removed. This avoids artifacts that would arise from motion detectors that had missing regions in one or both subfields.
Temporalintegration
The output of each first layer cell is a discrete integral of the stimulus values that occurred within a few time-steps before time t. Those values are windowed by an exponential temporal integration function with time constant tc. The exponential filter reduces the input to less than IYo of its original vahre at 3tC.Varying the temporal integration time within a range of plausible values showed that it only scaled the output when the input was a 4 Hz waveform, so the integration time was set to a very short value (1 msec) to reduce computation time.
Sampling in time
Only one cycle of the input sinusoid is sampled, since sampling one period of the sinusoid gives the same motion detector output as sampling an infinite number of them. The total duration of the stimrrhrs is actually a little longer than a cycle in order to accommodate the delay, d, in the motion detector, and the integration time. The total duration is therefore l/fi + d + 3tC.We always used inputs drifting at 4 Hz, and the delay was always one sixteenth of a second (see motion detection section), so this total was 0.250 + 0.063 + 0.003 = 0.316 sec.
Postreceptoralpooling
The second layer values are weighted sums of values from the first layer cells lying within a fixed pooling range. Since there is no evidence for the extraction of motion information from the visual signal earlier than cortex in primates, it is assumed that the signal used for direction discrimination must be band-pass-filtered by cells with a centre-surround receptive field organization established in the retina. The user specifies standard deviations for two Gaussian functions: aC for an excitatory centre mechanism and u, for a broader inhibitory surround mechanism (o, > aC). Each of the two functions is truncated at thlee times its standard deviation. Cells with antagonistic receptive field arrangements usually do not respond well to uniform fields, so the two Gaussians are weighted so that the integral under each of them is the same. The receptive field profile is then: +exp(-(x:;y'))-+ex( ~c Derrington and Lennie (1984) measured contrast sensitivity functions of single cells from the lateral geniculate nucleus of the macaque, and derived the parameters rrC and u, from best-fitting difference-ofGaussian functions. These values varied with the temporal frequency at which the contrast sensitivity function was measured. For a drift frequency of 5.2 Hz, the ratio a~cr. varied between 1.3 and 9.1 for just six parvocellular cells, A ratio U.JUCof 3.0 was used unless stated otherwise,
Motion detection
The receptive fields of pairs of second layer cells lying within a certain distance of each other become the subfields of the motion detectors. Each cell forms a separate opponent motion detector with any cell within 1.3(~3N2) -1, that is, within 1.3 times the average cell separation for the mosaic. This produces an average distance between detector subfields which is equal to the average cell separation for the mosaic.
The Reichardt detector gives its maximum amplitude of response across all spatial frequencies when the delay applied to the signal at one subfield is equal to one quarter of the temporal period of the input signal. In order to reflect the performance of cells tuned to our input signal, we set the delay to one sixteenth of a second. (See Galvin, 1994, pp. 1~17 for an explanation of this tuning. ) The final output of each motion detector is the discrete sum of the differences between the Ieftward and rightward detectors over one temporal cycle of the input sinusoid, and those sums are summed for all the motion detectors to give the output, 0.
Orientatiosrtuning
In the two-dimensional sampling mosaic used in this model, most of the motion detector axes (the line joining the centres of the two subfklds) are not lined up with the direction of motion of the input sinusoid, perpendicular to its light and dark bands. This means their effective spans are shorter than the distance between the subfields. Since there is no evidence that the visual system is able to take advantage of this higher, interpolated sampling density under other circumstances, we applied orientation tuning to the individual motion detector outputs. Direction tuning of motion sensitive cells in macaque striate cortex (Albright, 1984) and psychophysical estimates of orientation tuning at threshold in the human (Raymond, 1993) can be described by a Gaussian orientation filter with a bandwidth of *35". When this filter is applied to the motion detector spans, the weighted average span is approximately (2N')"-', the spacing between rows of a trianl<uksr lattice of the same average sampling density.
Transformingmotion detector output to a performance measure
The sum of all the motion detector outputs, O, gives a summary of the dominant direction of motion signalled by the detectors: right if O is positive, left (and therefore incorrect) if O is negative. Although the left w right decision is a binary one, it is also clear from the observers' reports that at most spatial frequencies tested they experienced some uncertainty about the direction of motion of the grating. We captured this in the model by centering a Gaussian distribution, representing noise in the system, on the value O. The proportion of the distribution lying above zero was deemed to be the percent correct predicted by the model at that spatial frequency.
The choice of standard deviation for the noise distribution affects the amplitude of the resulting psychometric function, but not the spatial units, the choice of this standard deviation is arbitrary too, and it was frequencies at which the curve crosses the chance line, or the number chosen so as to make the variations in the psychometric function of dips in the function. Since the output of the model is in arbitrary appreciable by the reader.
